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August 10th 2021 was remarkable as the committee met – actually

Deep Thoughts

face-to-face with each other – at The Golden Retriever, for the first

Beyond Basic Maintenance
– Andy Hodgson

time since March

3rd

2020.

It’s strange, looking at the March 2020 minutes (you can access them
in the Members’ section of the club website - Ed) because they look so
normal, boring even. Then in April’s minutes everything has stopped.
Suddenly, just like in the movies, we’re locked down, going nowhere,
no diving, no pool sessions, working from home, discovering Zoom.
So what were the Committee doing in those 17 months?
Mostly it was firefighting the pandemic. Talking with BSAC, Bracknell
Leisure Centre and dive operators, trying to work out what was going

Dive Computers & Parquet
Floors – Nic Hallett
Lockdown Learning – Matt
Arris
Diving Shetland – Jonna
Fry
Diving In The Face of
Covid – Richard Watson

on, what was allowed and who was paying for what. As you know
that’s been a moving target as rules and advice are continually
changing.
Covid has also had an impact on membership. A shrinking club means fewer dives, less training and smaller
budgets which is a vicious cycle of decline. To create a virtuous circle for growth the committee have been busy
recruiting and dive planning (for 2022), as well as accelerating try dives and training – now that it is safe to do so.
Balancing the budget and getting a clear view of who
remains a paid-up member has been critical. And
finally the Social Secretary – Simon – has been able to
organise some events. There was a palpable sense of
joy as 26 members and partners of the club got
together at The Warren for dinner and a pint. Almost
like normal!

Twenty Year Old Mouthpiece
As Publicity Officer I inherited

DEEP
THOUGHTS

the Mouthpiece Archive
(thanks Peter) with copies that

In the last Deep Thoughts I

go back to February 1999 –

wrote that “It will get
better. We will return to
diving. The club will return.”

the year they launched the
Euro, Britney Spears and The
Matrix movie. (If you have any
older copies please let me
know – Ed.)
This was before my time and

seem to be coming true.
Although the Red Sea trip
has been cancelled there has

fashioned by modern

been plenty of great UK
diving including a fantastic
club weekend to Plymouth.

standards the content is

Our latest Ocean Diver

remarkably current.

trainees, all under the age of
30, have brought fresh new
blood to the club, enjoying
their pool and theory lessons.

although the layout and
typeface look very old-

Figure 1: Monthly edition from February 1999

Currently, writing this in the
autumn, that prophecy does

Each of the monthly
editions included minutes
of that month’s Committee

But many core members of
the club have retired as jobs,
covid, health or interests
have moved them on.

Meeting plus the dive
calendar for the year –
both of which are now
published via the club
website instead.

So it’s time to gather new
members, to train the next

Technical reports,

generation of divers and to
recruit fresh people and
ideas to the committee.

interviews and complaints
about BSAC updating the

So, if you haven’t been on the
committee recently put

training curriculum were as
common then as they are

yourself forward before the
November AGM. And ask

now. But debate over the
future of the club RIB is
fortunately no longer
included!

Figure 2: Quarterly issue from Spring 2006 and yes
that is our esteemed chairman JP on the front cover

Interestingly 6/10 of the club committee in 1999 are still active
members today and one of them is still on the committee! Answers
on a postcard please…

around family, friends and
work for those who’d love to
take their first steps into
the underwater world.

Beyond Basic Maintenance
Andy Hodgson
For many divers, ‘kit firtling’ is part of the enjoyment of our
activity. Anyone with a modest level of practical ability can carry
out basic-level maintenance on their dive kit. Changing over
regulator hoses, stripping down BCD inflators, ultrasonic cleaning
hose ends and changing computer batteries are all examples that
can easily be performed.
More advanced maintenance requires proper training, the right
mindset and of course, the right tools. Equipment manufacturers
make it difficult for private individuals to carry out home
maintenance on their own kit, doing their best to restrict access
to spares and technical manuals for the dive industry sales
outlets.
This attitude can lead to private individuals obtaining aftermarket service parts and internet armchair hints and
tips and possible misinformation, which is downright dangerous. However, not widely known, there are a limited
number of ways to gain formal training and long-term support. Why would you want to be able to conduct higher
level maintenance?
Taking a standard twinset diver as an example. They have two sets of regs and two cylinders. Often, they have a
high O2% gas source for deco, which is another cylinder and regs. Many of them keep their single cylinder setup
which is another cylinder or two and more regs. Annual servicing on 4 sets of regs and O2 cleaning the cylinders
every 15 months is starting to become costly. Annual cost, enjoyment of tinkering and the overall benefit of
convenience are primary reasons to gain formal training and qualification.
Rebreather divers are taught low and medium level
maintenance as part of their course. It is therefore
quite a natural progression to learn how to service
regulators and strip cylinders and valves. Two of us
from the club decided we would book a formal
course with industry recognised certification.
Bristol Channel Diving Services (on the Welsh side in
Cardiff) offer a TDI course for O2 service technicians.
Their website has very little information about the
course and it was only through the grapevine that we
knew the details. Officially this course is for people
employed or seeking employment in the dive
industry, but discussing with the owner Neil, that is for compliance and not a solid rule.
Training for 3 days, £375 course fees, plus travel and accommodation is a lot of investment. But during the course
you can bring a number of your own cylinders and regulators for service and inspection and all parts are included
in the cost. This alone almost covers the cost of the training.

Sparing laborious and tedious detail, at the end of the course (if you pass)
you will be certified to strip, service and make ready for Oxygen Service
both regulators and cylinders. This is not the 2½ year visual inspection of
cylinders, which is completely different.
You are also allowed to use Bristol Channel Diving Services workshop
facilities to service your equipment in future years at no charge. They will
supply the spares, which can’t be formally sourced in the UK, although of
course you pay extra for these.
Overall, the course was extremely informative and very beneficial. Annual
and interim servicing of my own equipment is now performed with
confidence and convenience.

Since attending, other club members have taken the
course, and all have regarded it as value for money and
really worthwhile. If anyone is interested, I’ll happily give
further information.

Bristol Channel Diving Services (BCDS) was founded in 1995, by Maggie and Neil, as a commercial diving
outfit, with him having spent most of his working life offshore as a diver in the oil and salvage industry.
But there was a growing trend among friends and customers asking for recreational diving services and
so they expanded into the recreational market.
BCDS started out with a few key suppliers, Apeks and Scubapro, and initially set up as a TDI and IANTD
training facility but moved to SDI/TDI and PSAI, their current training agencies. They then moved to
their current location at The Timber Yard, a larger, more comprehensive diving facility. Their in-house
cylinder testing station was given formal IDEST approval, and the workshop expanded to include
further manufacturers.
In 2003, BCDS was contracted by the owners of Tidenham Quarry, Chepstow, to put together a diving
centre, now known as NDAC.
Today BCDS have 2,000 square feet of dedicated workshop, gas blending and retail space with a
passionate, dedicated team that works to be at the forefront of diving technology and practices. They
have become an HSE approved diver training school and now cater to the commercial media diving
sector, providing safety support and consultation for many of the in-water projects you may have seen
on film and TV over the past few years.

Dive Computers and Parquet Floors?
Nic Hallett – Publicity officer
Having had problems with my Uwatec Gallileo dive

Outdoors, designed to appeal to the hunting, shooting
and fishing folk. But what about scuba?

computer I contacted their parent company Scubapro for

Back to the 1950’s Healthways were also into hunting,

advice. The reply came from someone at “Johnson

shooting and fishing but additionally they trademarked

Outdoors”. Confused, I turned to Google and uncovered a the term “SCUBA” with their design of the Divair twin
hose regulator. They went bankrupt in 1963 but were
fascinating history…
Once upon a time in America a Samuel Curtis Johnson

reborn, like an aquatic phoenix, as Scubapro.

started a company, manufacturing wooden parquet

Meanwhile in 1979 Germany, Seemann Sub was created

floors. That was 135 years ago, in 1886, and he quickly

and 5 years later, in 1984, the Swiss company Uwatec

realised there was more money to be made from

was born.

producing wax-based floor polish than the actual floors.

There next followed a period of consolidation when, in

S C Johnson - A Family Company – was born and you

1997, Scubapro and Uwatec merged to become part of…

probably have a handful of their household products at

Johnson Outdoors. In 2007 they also bought up Seemann

your home today. One of the world’s most successful

Sub which was rebranded in 2010 as Subgear before

privately owned companies and wealthiest families.

being discontinued in 2016.

After more than 80 years of growth, acquisition and

And that’s why my Uwatec query, sent to Scubapro, was

diversification, in 1970, S C Johnson spun off a separate

answered by a person from Johnson Outdoor! Now I’m

company called Johnson Camping. This became Johnson

off to polish my parquet floor…

Lock-Down Learning
Matthew Arris
Matt is an engineering manager at Raytheon UK a technology company
specialising in defence and national security systems.
I began my diving in 1988
as part of an Underwater
Science module in an
Oceanography degree at
Plymouth Poly – now The
University of Plymouth.
I returned to diving 16
years later as a 40th
birthday treat with a trip to
Egypt where I qualified as a PADI Advanced Open
Water diver. In preparation for a trip to the Great
Barrier Reef I took the family to Bracknell BSAC to
do some refresher dives. My son, Will, and I
subsequently joined the club and signed up for the
Sports Diver qualification and some UK diving.
It took 18 months to qualify as a Sports Diver and,
on the day I passed, I agreed to do the Dive Leader
course. Andy Taylor started the challenge of
training the new 2019 cohort of Dive Leader
trainees; Claire Nott McDougall, Richard Watson,
Tony Coldham and me. We started the course in
May and made fast progress through the theory
with a memorable all-day Saturday session at
Richard’s house which almost resulted in PTSD.
We continued to make steady progress on the
practical elements but after the 2019-20 winter
layup, of course covid struck and nothing more
happened for months.
With lockdown rules relaxing slightly from July we
were able to work through the 30 qualification
dives. We were limited to just 6 divers on the boats,
all with face coverings, and covid-free declaration
forms required. But despite these restrictions, it
was a relief and brought a sense of freedom to get
out and spend time with friends doing a group
activity again.
But then lock-down 2 and the 2020-21 winter layup
stopped all diving again!
Fast forward to August 2021 when Andy Hodgson,
Martin Hamilton and Bendy gave up a Saturday to
take us to Cromhall Quarry in Gloucestershire to

finally finish the last
remaining close contact
rescue skills and other
qualification gaps.
Two and half years from starting, the Dive Leader
qualification was in the bag – thanks to all the
instructors involved for their support.
The practical learning experience was broad and
two experiences I won’t forget:
1. Spending too long deploying a faulty DSMB
following a 32m dive, suffering the resulting long
deco stop and running low on air

2. Not being able to get gas from two of my
regulators, relying on the third one and my
buddy – stay close to your buddy, think
scenarios through and practise your drills.
The highlights for me included; diving with friends
in lockdown, sharing a common goal, diving with
Danny the Dolphin and being in a club with such a
knowledgeable, experienced and supportive set of
instructors.

Diving Shetland
Jonna Fry
What do you think when I say Shetland? You may think Vikings, ponies
and the BBC crime series. And if you’re a diver, you may also think
fabulous UK diving!
We certainly do. With Covid threatening (and eventually succeeding) to
put a spanner in the works of our foreign dive plans for the year, we
decided to look at diving in Shetland again even though we went just last Figure 3: The Clasina
year. And when we heard that there were four spaces available with
Caldicot SAC, Matt and I jumped at it, along with our friends, and occasional dive buddies, Paul and Ange Brown.
It wasn’t to be that easy though. Our booking was the only one in Shetland at the time because success would rely on
good weather for a week. We had to travel the 160 miles from Orkney to Shetland and then back without too much
seasickness or any casualties. Good weather, in the seas north of the Scottish mainland, for a week? Yeah, right!
We headed up to Orkney for the rendezvous with Clasina, originally built in 1968 (Netherlands) but refitted and
relaunched as a diving liveaboard in 2020. We had no idea if we’d get to Shetland, but plan B was to dive the northern
isles of Orkney and plan C was the battleships in Scapa Flow so no bad thing.
We boarded Clasina in Kirkwall, Orkney at midnight, having arrived on the
Aberdeen ferry. Like most UK liveaboards, Clasina is an ex-beam trawler. So not
the outright luxury you may expect if you’ve only tried Red sea liveaboards. But
for UK diving, it is comfortable and pretty spacious. Our dive kit got lifted down
onto the deck with the help of an on-board crane and some of us set up our kit
on the well-spaced deck while others settled into their bunkbed cabins.
We woke up next morning to a warm-up dive on the HMD Endeavour, a boom
defence vessel that sank in 1918. After that, over some heart-warming homemade leek and potato soup, skipper Bob announced that a high-pressure
Figure 2: Common Octopus
weather system had decided to take hold over the UK for an extended period
and we were good to go – woohoo! We would move north and do a second dive on ST Oceana, a steam tug with some
really nice swim throughs, near the island of Eday, before steaming off to Shetland and arriving late in the night.
In Shetland, due to the need to go south again later in the week,
we stayed around Lerwick. That is not necessarily a disadvantage as
there is some amazing diving there. My favourite is Fraoch Ban, a
fishing vessel that sank in 1999 which, despite her small size,
provides loads of schooling fish, octopus, monkfish and, for some
reason, attracts loads of flatfish in the sands around her. Another
favourite is Glenisla, a steamer that collided with the SS Glenelg,
which now sits upright in 45m with her engines and boiler exposed
and provides for a really nice dive.
Figure 4: Monkfish
Other great dives include the hunting for giant can lids on the
eastern European factory ships of Pionersk and Lunokhods. Of nonwreck dives, a great one was the Orkney Man Cave where we swam in so far that we managed to scare off a seal and
worry the cave diving pros of the Browns so much that they were about to lay out a line to come look for us. Another
was the Giant’s Legs with its beautiful dahlia anemones and ‘swim-along fish’ where only Angie’s huge torch canister
prevented us from doing a breakthrough dive.

During the surface interval Lerwick is a fantastic little town with a nice coastal walk right on its doorstep. You can still
get a feel for the old days by visiting Fort Charlotte and enjoying tales of the past at the museum. You can also admire

the lodberries, stone houses, piers and stores lining the shoreline. This includes the home of DI Jimmy Perez from the
popular BBC Shetland series. There was filming going on while we were there and although we didn’t see Jimmy we
did see DS Alison (Tosh) McIntosh (and got some insider gossip about her!).
So, if you are after UK diving in the Sports and
lower technical range, you should consider
the isles of Shetland and Orkney. Yes, the
waters are cold (dry suits and good under
suits are a must) but you are awarded with
great visibility, which brings a whole new
aspect to wreck diving. And not to forget the
sea life, which may surprise you with more
colour and variety than you’d expect.

Pros and Cons of MV Clasina:
Pros

Cons

Large deck with plenty of space on benches. We were a
dozen divers, 11 twinsets and one CCR, and none of us
felt cramped

If you are seated furthest away from the entry point, you
have a bit of a walk across deck to get there

There are benches right by the lift especially for kitting up
and de-kitting

If Theresa, the deck hand, is busy with diver pickups, you
will need to help each other to de-kit

The seats are deep with under-seat space and boxes
provided

One row of seats has a bit of a step down which can be
tricky

Newly installed bunk-bed cabins, beds long enough for
people of 6’3” (apparently!) with in-room sockets and a
dedicated charging shelf

Although space enough there is limited shelving in the
cabins (take your kit boxes down below and stack them
on their sides as shelves!)

Changing space and suit storage on the front deck which
houses the compressor so brilliant for drying under suits
and towels

It is not best laid out, but Bob has plans…

Plentiful, amazing home-made food, catering for any
dietary requirements, and hot drinks on tap

You may need to add an extra kilo or two of lead by the
end of the week!

Insightful dive briefings by Bob, who creates a relaxed
and friendly atmosphere and is always up for an
adventure

He misses nothing so if you don’t plan your dives
properly, or slip up on your dive conduct, you will be
caught out and may be exposed to some well-earned
‘Bob advice’

Big water bucket for cameras and a hot water bucket for
dunking hoods and gloves

If not, just ask

Two showers with plenty of high-pressure hot water

These also house the heads up on deck so you do have
an ‘outside walk’ if you need the facilities in the night,
and they are noisy so the unspoken rule was never to
flush at night!

Diving in the face of COVID
Richard Watson – Club Secretary
I’ve been diving for nearly 35 years if you don’t count the

quiet nor a hotel so welcoming. Rated as one of the top

25 years I stopped to get married, have kids, start skiing

ten wreck dives in the world, the Zenobia is the main

etc. In all those 35 years I’ve only dived abroad three

target for most divers entering Cyprus. She lies on her

times, for a total of 10 dives.

starboard side with 108 articulated lorries which can still

And then it happened. 18 divers were booked and
deposits paid for a fabulous diving trip to Cyprus in 2020!
And then it happened… along came COVID-19. And one
by one, people dropped out and I found myself and Gayle
(my wife & part-time dive buddy) as the only people left
standing.
Self-isolation on return is easy for somebody who works
from home. Even Boris said that so long as I took tests
and jumped through a few hoops then I could go. To dive
or not to dive? Don’t get me wrong, I’m quite cautious,
but my life is partly wrapped around holidays. I’d already

be seen inside and alongside the wreck.
MS Zenobia was a Swedish built Challenger-class RO-RO
ferry launched in 1979 and famously capsized and sank in
the Mediterranean Sea, close to Larnaca, in June 1980 on
her maiden voyage.
The seabed is at 42m but the highest point of the wreck is
at just 16m with visibility reaching 40m. Even a new
Sports Diver would get a huge amount from diving this
site. As a budding Dive Leader, I found the full wreck
penetration enticing and had a couple of dives swimming
through cargo holds in hunt of the captain’s car!

had trips cancelled to the US, Paris, Venice, Rome, and it

The dive guides were perfect, knowing that I would take

was impossible to book a sailing holiday to Thailand. So

reports back to my clan and entice the other 17 divers to

Cyprus here we come!

go soon. So to dive or not to dive? Yes!

Gayle and I took the tests (yes they came back within 48

Would I jump through the hoops again if needed? Of

hours), donned our face coverings and left for Heathrow.

course. You know you have to. My fellow divers, diving is

Other than wearing a face mask for 14 hours, door-todoor, the trip was fine. We’d never seen Heathrow that

back on the menu!

